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The Beautiful Designs and Patterns Adult Coloring Book is full of original, detailed designs and
patterns for you to relax and color. Color the intricate designs and find yourself more vibrant,
centered, and at peace. The images are printed on large 8.5 x 11 high quality paper so you'll have
plenty of space to work on the details and be creative. After you are finished, you'll have lovely,
modern & abstract works of art that are worthy of hanging on the wall. Coloring is a creative, novel
way for busy adults to relax and unwind from the hectic pace of modern life. Adults and mature
teenagers can all enjoy this unique and special coloring book.
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Great little coloring book for the price! I love that the designs are printed on one side only so you
donâ€™t have to worry about pens bleeding through. Plus I like that after purchasing the book, you
can go online and download the book in pdf format to re-print any of the pages.

This book has a large variety of patterns and designs, both full page and smaller centered designs,
some with larger details and some diabolically detailed. The art work is flowing and imaginative. A
free download copy comes with the book so buy one to give as a gift, and download and print one
for yourself.1. Square 8 Ã‚Â½ inch by 8 Ã‚Â½ inches2. 21 pattern illustrations printed one per page
(the back of each page is left blank) on medium weight, bright white paper.3. Place a scrap piece of
paper under the page you are coloring if you are using pens or markers, to prevent leakage through

to the next picture.4. The paper texture is extra nice for coloring with Gel Pens, I used Fiskars and
they laid down smoothly and bright, I also tried Crayola, Pang, and Prismacolor colored pencils and
they also worked well, this book is a joy to color.5. This comes with a free printable pdf version. The
directions to the web site are on the back page in the book, so you can buy one for someone and
print one for yourself.

Having recently rediscovered the pleasure & relaxation that coloring brings, I ordered several
coloring books and this was one of them.While there is plenty of variety in the designs, and some of
them are quite detailed (which is a plus), I found that many of the designs were on the small side
and left a lot of white/blank space on the page around the designs. Not necessarily a bad thing, but
my preference is for designs that more fully fill the pages. The preview pages of the book didn't
reflect this, thus the reason for the 3 stars and the "not quite what I was hoping for" title of my
post.On the plus side, the paper is a decent quality that takes markers, gel pens & colored pencils
equally well. The pages are printed on one side only and the book comes with a link so that you can
print more copies of the designs to color.

Very pretty detailed and patterned flowers and swirls, both intricate and big and bold. This would be
a great place to enjoy and/or to learn shading and blending with either alcohol markers or colored
lead pencils. There are 20 designs on dedicated pages of good quality paper with good clear
printing. Alcohol markers will have some bleed through.Not sure why the publisher titled this on their
product page as 'sacred mandala designs' because there is not one mandala in the book.
Otherwise, a great coloring book that teenagers and adults will enjoy.

I love the variety in the complexity of these designs. Sometimes I want something easy to color,
sometimes something more complex. Some of these designs have TINY detail (see my photos. I
like that these designs are more abstract--I find that more relaxing than actual objects (so I don't
have to render them with the 'correct' colors).The pages are single-sided and nice quality paper,
and work great with colors pencils. Plus, I love the printable PDF that you can download. I print
extras out for my kids to color so they don't mess up my book!! And I also print out a few to take on
business trips so I don't have to carry the entire book.

I love these coloring books designed for adults. I have an illness that has me housebound and
bedridden. These books are good with gel pens or with crayons. They reduce my blood pressure

and allow me to just relax and get my mind off of all of the stresses of my daily life. You will LOVE
these books as much as have I. I already have a few that I want to frame.

Pretty and cheap but not a polished book. Blurry, and uneven and some lines shaky or smeared.

Beautiful designs. Good quality printing and paper.
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